
Guide 1: Get Leadership on Board

Pulsely Implementation Guides     



Whether the aim of your leadership conversation is budget approval or championship for the DEI 
(Diversity, Equity and Inclusion) project, we have suggestions on how to frame the discussion.


Go in knowing that conversations around diversity and inclusion can be uncomfortable. The best 
advice is to frame the conversation as an opportunity. Applaud your leaders for their curiosity in 
understanding how DEI impacts their business, their commitment to creating a more inclusive 
workplace, and their courage in taking an honest look at truths that may be uncomfortable. 

Our goal is to provide you with the context to: 
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Getting your senior leaders involved with the Pulsely project is critical for success. Even if you 
don't require senior leader approval to launch Pulsely, executive championship is necessary for 
the organization to prioritize this project and the resulting action plan.

Establish the Value Proposition for a DEI Diagnostic


Define your Ask
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Background information that you may find useful can be found in these Pulsely Blogs:

 DEI: A Common Languag
 Getting Leaders on Board with DEI: Connecting D&I to your own Business Goals is the 

Strongest Business Cas
 Why another Survey? We already have an Engagement Survey

A  with an agenda is available to support this step. sample deck

https://pulsely.io/blog/a-common-language
https://pulsely.io/blog/getting-leaders-on-board-with-diversity-and-inclusion
https://pulsely.io/blog/getting-leaders-on-board-with-diversity-and-inclusion
https://pulsely.io/blog/we-have-an-engagement-survey-to-hear-from-our-employees-what-more-can-we-do
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1lyQpw06iEIHNPUrzr0IQRmBmEQ7_NX20/edit


Establish the Value Proposition for a 
DEI Diagnostic

Recommendation

Explain the value of internal DEI analytics 
that enable you to build an internal 
business case for how DEI impacts your 
business and provide a data-driven 
approach for building a targeted, cost-
effective strategy.

Challenge

It is more difficult to “sell” a concept 
when the audience is not currently 
aware of the need; you may need to 
define the challenge before your 
leaders understand the value DEI
analytics bring.

It is easier for leaders to question the relevance of external research that connects diversity and 
inclusion to business performance; the correlation versus causation discussion frequently ensues. 
Internal data that reveals patterns of experiences in your own workforce and connects those 
experiences to relevant business outcomes lays the groundwork for more insightful dialogues and 
provides direction for actionable solutions. 

 Identify and address inclusion challenges that reduce business performance

 Elevate your brand/reputation to attract future talent, customers, and investors

 Mitigate legal risks (adverse impact, harassment, bullying, etc)

 Create data-driven action plans with metrics for success

 Concentrate resources on fewer, more focused, efficient, and cost-effective interventions

 Retain high-potential employees with targeted actions

 Increase engagement of all segments of your workforce

 Establish internal benchmarks with baseline data;

 Identify and reward more inclusive leaders

 Set realistic and achievable DEI goals;

 Hold your organization accountable for progress. 

Diagnose how DEI challenges may be getting in the way of business impact and then ensure your DEI 
investment is addressing the underlying issues rather than symptoms.

How DEI analytics benefit your organization 
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 DEI is complicated. Where do we even begin

 How will DEI help us address our business challenges

 We have a focus on diverse recruitment; what else can we really impact

 Why are some employee groups more or less engaged

 Can we reduce our turnover of certain demographic groups by addressing inclusion

 How can we improve team performance

 What internal changes can we make to increase diversity in our leadership pipeline

 There are so many different DEI practices. Where should we invest our resources

 Which employee groups would benefit from inclusive leadership training

 How effective is our training and leadership development? Is it increasing our ability to be more 

inclusive?

Questions you can answer with Pulsely’s DEI 
analytics
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Where many companies get bogged down is in trying to find a "silver bullet" or implementing too 
many great ideas after looking at the recommended best practices of other companies. Diluted 
efforts without a clear understanding of the issues at play will not translate into the progress desired.

An effective strategy is built on data, not assumptions. Pulsely's DEI diagnostic will identify your 
strengths and challenges, targeted initiatives to address identified gaps, and key metrics to track your 
progress.  



The more explicit you are in your ask, the better understanding everyone will have, up front, 
regarding what is needed to get to impact. In lieu of that, your project becomes simply an exercise of 
collecting interesting information that the company is not prepared to act on.


If your employees go to the trouble of responding honestly about their very real experiences and 
beliefs, they expect something to change as a result. If you are not prepared to respond to the 
results with communication and action, you run the risk of undermining your employees’ trust in 
you. 


While this list may seem extensive, your leaders are not required to commit to every suggestion. What 
is important is that you consider the role of each item and make a conscious decision about what 
your team can commit to and the impact of those decisions. 

 Visibility internally and externally as a champion of inclusion

 Custom report on your Inclusion Competency Profile with support in role-modelling more inclusive 

leadership skills and confidence in discussing issues of inclusion with peers and employees.

Personal Benefits

 Diagnose inclusion challenges that reduce business performance

 Mitigate legal risks

 Build data-driven action plans with metrics for success

 Implement fewer but more focused, efficient, and cost-effective interventions

 Retain high-potential employees with targeted actions;

 Elevate brand/reputation to attract future talent, customers, and investors.

Organizational Benefits

What Leaders can expect

Define your Ask

Recommendation

The “Ask” can be framed in a “What 
you can expect” / “What we need” 
approach; you want to be sure that 
leaders see the benefits as well as 
what is required of them.

Challenge

When you have this discussion with leadership, 
they will be wondering what, exactly, you are 
asking of them. What would they really be 
saying “yes” to, and what are the implications 
of this project on them?
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Project Deliverables

Examples:

 Findings report

 Facilitated discussion to understand insights within organizational context

 Recommended Action Plan/Strategy with resource requests (the internal DEI team will build the 

plan with specific interventions/initiatives, timing, ownership, resource requests, metrics of 

success and seek leadership endorsement, championship, and funding prior to implementation).

The potential for your project to have impact in the company depends, to a great extent, on 
. This is the purpose of the "Getting Leaders on Board" discussion; while 

honest dialogue is critical among the leadership team, executives need to present a united front to 
the organization. The means that leaders need to demonstrate their full support in their words, 
priorities and actions. ( ) Everyone is juggling multiple priorities and it will be evident to 
employees whether leaders are prioritising an inclusive organization and committed to the changes 
that entails or whether this project is performantive, or mere . 

visible 
leadership commitment

Example

window dressing

Visible Championship for DEI

Initially funding is needed for the people resources to collect and analyze data. A commitment is also 
needed for funding and resourcing the action plan that follows the leadership goal setting and 
prioritization session based on survey results.


Diversity & Inclusion often starts with an employee or employee group that “volunteers” to lead this 
initiative in addition to their full-time day job. While this may help DEI gain awareness with leaders 
and guide grassroots efforts, it rarely leads to sustainable, organizational change. There is a wide 
continuum of organizational structures to support DEI, from DEI councils or task forces composed of 
employee representatives to DEI departments staffed with full-time employees. Regardless of 
whether you are able to dedicate FTEs to this role, you will need to endorse a team to define the data 
collection needs, interpret the results within your organizational context, shape the strategy, and own 
the implementation, monitor key metrics, and hold the organization accountable.  

DEI Resourcing

What is needed FROM Leaders
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https://hbr.org/2017/08/what-11-ceos-have-learned-about-championing-diversity
https://hbr.org/2017/08/what-11-ceos-have-learned-about-championing-diversity
https://championsofchangecoalition.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/20.-The-Leadership-Shadow.pdf
https://www.personneltoday.com/hr/what-will-it-take-for-diversity-and-inclusion-to-be-taken-seriously-by-boards/


It is essential to have a well-developed communication plan to support the change management 
necessary for a more inclusive culture. While your project team may manage the detailed 
implementation communications, your leadership team plays a key role in whether employees take 
the initiative seriously and prioritize the survey. This involves the following leadership 
communications from the CEO, business line leader, or executive champion:

Communication

 Email to line managers before the organization-wide announcement to bring them on board as 
advocates since they will be responding to the questions your employees may have about the 
relevance and importance of the survey

 Organization-wide email to explain why the survey is being conducted; this develops trust in how 
this information will be kept confidential and used to benefit employees broadly

 Highlights of results after the leadership session to review results to demonstrate transparency, 
accountability, and leaders’ willingness to hear and learn from employee perspectives

 Announcement of final strategy or action plan when it is ready for implementation; 

Observed Challenge

What do we see occurring?

Hypotheses 
Why do we think this is happening?

Ex. Turnover of women at the middle 
manager level

Ex. Many women prefer to stay at home 
with young children
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You may find this format helpful for capturing hypotheses:

While the workplace should be a level playing field, the reality is that unconscious bias impacts us all. 
This bias results in a system that unintentionally advantages some groups and disadvantages others. 
Your Pulsely report will analyze differences in demographic segments to shed light on where inequity 
may exist. When choosing the demographic variables to include in your project, we need to 
understand the dominant and non-dominant groups dynamics. However, leaders typically aren’t 
comfortable discussing systemic advantages and disadvantages until they have data that provide the 
opportunity for reflection. 


Prior to the survey, you will want to prompt leaders for their own perspectives of what is happening in 
the workplace. It is best to ask leaders to share their concerns about what is getting in the way of 
greater diverse representation in management ranks. With this in mind, your project team can shape 
the data collection and analysis to test for these hypotheses. Without this information, results might 
provide some insight, but may not answer the questions in your leaders’ minds. Incorporating these 
views into your project allows you to establish an accurate problem definition, rather than one driven 
by assumptions.

Identify Research hypotheses



Leaders do need to hold themselves accountable for diversity and inclusion, or any progress will be 
limited, at best. While your leaders do not need to establish accountability metrics until they have 
reviewed results and agreed on goals, it is important for them to agree that they will accept 
accountability for the plan. In some companies, early stage accountability is focused on process 
metrics more than outcome metrics. If a company establishes outcome metrics without 
understanding what needs to be done to create positive change, unintended consequences can 
result. Accountability for specific actions (while keeping an eye on any changes in outcomes) is the 
best way to incentivise positive workplace change at the beginning.

Accountability for Action Plan

Participation in key meetings

 Review of results to define goals and priorities: The internal project team will review key insights 
and discuss root causes; leaders will help to define overall organizational DEI goals; leaders will 
prioritize actions by choosing 3-4 focus areas aligned to their goals

 Approval of DEI plan/strategy: Once the project team develops the plan and strategy, they will 
present the plan for leaders’ input and hopeful approval, involvement, and further championship.
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 Lastly, all leaders may be asked to host an interactive Q&A with their teams/departments after 
the strategy/action plan is announced. Your staff will be eager to hear each leader’s own authentic 
perspective. These open discussion forums will also allow you to address questions and concerns 
that the workforce may have about the goals and priorities you, as a team, have endorsed. You 
don’t have to have all the answers or get everything just right in these sessions; your number one 
goal is to demonstrate a commitment to learning more about people’s experiences in the 
workplace and addressing issues that get in the way of effectiveness and productivity. As a 
company you are on the journey together; everyone has more to learn and opportunities for 
growth.


